Stolen IDs and passwords are the keys to the corporate kingdom. Are your keys out in the wild?

Over three billion credentials were stolen worldwide in 2018 - credentials that are routinely used by cyber criminals to hijack your business accounts. Identify and control re-use of employee IDs and passwords across company assets - before it's too late.

No business can afford to turn a blind eye. Lower your risk of cyber attack now.

CyberDefenses’ Credential Tracking Service constantly monitors intelligence gathered from security breaches that are both publicly available and which have not yet been publicly disclosed.

Stolen credentials are integrated with SailPoint Identity IQ, Active Directory, Identity Automation RapidIdentity and other leading ID Management solutions to automate the correlation of enterprise accounts and passwords which have been compromised.

If compromised accounts are active within your organization, they can be marked for immediate lockout, password reset or for a custom mitigation.

CyberDefenses’ credential tracking service scans public, private, and covert sites, finds domain ID/password hits, and matches them to your users.

Find corporate credentials hosted in the wild

Identify poor password management practices

Automatically invoke defense and remediation measures

Contact CyberDefenses to learn more about Credential Tracking and our comprehensive suite of managed security services.